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On Saturday, 30 July 2005 , at 2:30 PM, the North 

Carolina Postal History Society will hold its annual meeting. This 
year we will meet again at CHARPEX, at the Charlotte 
Mecklenburg Senior Citizens Center, 2225 Tyvola Road, 
Charlotte, NC (Exit 5 offl-77). The NCPHS Board ofDirectors will 
meet at 1:00PM before the annual meeting. The CHARPEX show 
chairman, Tony Crumbley, is looking for exhibits for the show. A 
prospectus outlining the general exhibit rules, frame specifica
tions, exhibit setup and takedown schedules, and other 
instructions for exhibitors is available from the Charlotte 
Philatelic Society web site http://,vww .math.uncc .edu/~hbreiter/ 

clubslcps.htm. Please mark your calendar with this date and plan 
to join us at the annual meeting. 

Three of our directors ' terms will end this year and we 
will be looking to elect at least two directors to serve for three
year terms. If you are interested in serving the society, please 
contact me. 

Have you checked Tony Crumbley' s web site recently? 
His site includes among other things a number of informative 
articles that he has written on southern postal history, notably 
North Carolina confederate postal history articles. If you are 
interested, check his site at http://w\vw.webcom.com/crumblev/ 
welcome.html. 

Our members are continuing to support the auction , 
which is most encouraging. I think the interest will continue as 
long as we can offer good material. We are in need of covers for 
our next auction , which will occur with the next Postal Historian. 
If you have some North Carolina material you wish to dispose of, 
this is an excellent way to do it. It also provides a means for our 
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members to acquire material for their collections at excellent 
prices. Please refer to the Fall2002 Postal Historian (Whole No. 
80) for the Terms of Sale for our auctions. This also includes 
information for consignors. 

The dues of$15 for NCPHS membership are trickling in 
again this year. Bill DiPaolo, our Secretary-Treasurer, has had to 
send reminder postal cards to many of our members. If you 
haven ' t paid your dues yet, please do so as soon as possible. The 
secretary' s mailing address is listed on the inside of the front 
page along with the other officers. The small cost of the annual 
dues brings a very fine journal to you four times each year, one of 
the last of the really good deals. 

As always, I welcome your comments and suggestions 
for improving the society. Please feel free to call me at home (336 
545-0 175), send me an email message, or write to me. Both my 
email address and my mailing address appear in this journal. 

Dick Winter 
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THE ZOUAVES IN NORTH CAROLINA 

by Scott Troutman 

H
aving collected covers from the Outer Banks for over 
twenty years, only four covers connected with the Civil 
War battles and the occupation of Roanoke Island have 

surfaced. Three were mailed off the island and one was sent to the 
island. Recently I came across a cache of envelopes that were 
mailed to the island. 

These letters were mailed to "First Sergeant Richard H. 
Jackson, Co. I, 9th Reg't., NYV Zouave, Col. Hawkins, Camp Reno, 
Roanoke Island. Jackson was a member of one of the most 
colorful units to fight in any war -Hawkins Zuoaves. 

The term "zuoave" implies a peculiar uniform originally 
worn by the members of the Algerian Light Infantry soldiers in 
the colonial service of the of the French Army. They wore an 
extraordinary uniform of baggy trousers, bright white gaiters 
around their ankles, a short, open jacket decorated with bright 
piping, and colorful headgear, which could be anything from a 
turban to a fez. It is not a uniform you tend to associate with the 
rough fighting of the Civil War, but at the onset there were 
literally hundreds of zouave units on the sides ofboth North and 
South in these less practical outfits. By wars end most of the units 
had switched over to more practical gear. 

Hawkins Zouaves were originally formed as sort of a 
social/military unit around 1860 before the Civil War broke out. It 
is unclear to this author if these were groups of toughs out for a 
good time or groups of dandies who liked to parade around in 
colorful uniforms. They took their name from their handsome 
leader, Rush C. Hawkin, who was 29 at the beginningofthewar. ( 
Figure 1). 

Figure 1 

Their uniform (see cover) (illustration taken from 
contemporary magazine does not show correct colors) started at 
the feet with white gaiters a covering that goes around the ankles, 
over dark boots. The pants were dark blue and incredibly baggy 
of the sort M.C. Hammer made famous, or you would find in the 
movie "Aladdin". The short coat was covered in red piping down 
the front and around the collar, including large S-shaped swirls 
on the chest, much like the holes in a violin. The rank and file had 
a turban affair in red, something between the soft pyramid hat 
Liberty wears on French stamps and a "do rag". It had a black 
tassel which attached to the back. The officers wore a modified 
blue Army cap with an ostrich feather added to the band. 

Dandies or toughs, when war broke out they mustered 
in as the 9'h New York Volunteer Infantry on 23 Aprill861 for a 
three year hitch. Richard H. Jackson mustered in as a sergeant. 
After a short stay in New York City they sailed for Newport News, 
Va. to join Gen. Ambrose Burnside' s Anaconda expedition. This 
expedition's goal was to bottle up and blockade southern 
shipping. 

The 9th New York' s first action was the taking ofForts 
Clark and Hatteras which guarded "The Slash", the key inlet to 
Pamlico Sound. This was largely a naval battle, but Sgt. Jackson 
would have spent 10 Sept. 1861 through 5 Feb. 1862 occupying 
Fort Clark on the north side ofThe Slash. Some ofHawkins men 
got some action relieving an Illinois outfit in an almost comical 
action known as the "Chickacamacomo Races". The Confeder
ates landed a small force on Hatteras Island, and chased the 
Illinois unit down the island from present day Wave to Hatteras 
lighthouse. The Zouaves arrived and chased the Confederates 
back up the island. 

On 5 Feb. 1862 Hawkins Zouaves boarded boats {about 
100 were employed) for and attack on Roanoke Island. The 
weather was terrible, and it wasn 't until 7 Feb. that they landed on 
the southwest end of Roanoke Island near present day 
Wanchese. They were part of the 7,500 troops landed to go up 
against the Confederate force of somewhere between 1,300 and 
2,000 men. The main body of Confederate troops were at Camp 
Huber, near where the old bridge goes across the sound, toward 
the middle of the island on the west side. Fort Huber had cannon 
for controlling shipping going into the Albemarle Sound. This 
meant the Union forces had to spend a dreary day working their 
way north through the swamps and thick woods on the south end 
ofRoanoke Island. 

On 8 Feb. Burnside opened up on Fort Huber with 
cannon on his large ships, and the Confederates, with some large 
cannons of their own fired back. Hawkins Zouaves led the charge 
out of the woods from the southern flank and breached the 
defenses. The battle was decisively and quickly won, and 
woodcuts in the papers of the time, shows the colorful Zouaves 
taking the parapets. 

Hawkins Zouaves made some other forays up to Wilton, 
off the Albemarle Sound, but Sgt. Jackson's Co. I stayed at the 
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Figure2 

fort. On 7th April his company took part in an expedition to 
Elizabeth City, then went on to participate in the Battle of Camden 
and the fight at South Mills, not returning until 19th April. Fort 
Huber had been renamed Fort Reno and Sgt. Jackson would be 
thereuntil10July. 

The two letters iLlustrated are from this time period ofl9 
April and 10 July. One was received on 22 May, posted 12 May, 
(Figure 2) and the other on 2 June, posted 27 May. (Figure 3) The 
second letter notes it carne "Via Fortress Monroe" Virginia. It is 
known that all mail to and from the island came via this route. This 
is why finding covers from this occupation period is so tough. 
The outgoing ones were all postmarked from Fortress Monroe, 
and, without the content you cannot establish where they were 
sent from as Fortress Monroe processed mail from a wide area. 

Both of these letters were franked with a one cent Scott 

#63 and a three cent #65 . I do not understand this four cent rate. 
In both cases, Sgt. Jackson penned a reply the next day. 

Hawkins Zouaves earned their reputation as a tough 
unit. Their motto was "Toujour Pret" - Always Ready. While most 
of their service was spent in North Carolina and Virginia shoreline 
area, they did participate in Antietam. By that time most of the 
Zouave units had opted for Union blues, but Hawkins gang was 
one of the exceptions. At Antietam they penetrated the 
Confederate lines further than any other Union unit, sustaining 
60% either killed or wounded, baggy pants and all. After that they 
saw action at Fredericksburg, and ended their service with the 
siege ofSuffolk in 1863. In all, 2 officers and 69 men were killed in 
action, and 2 officers and 23 men were killed by disease. Sgt. 
Jackson apparently made it home as Lieutenant Jackson when the 
unit mustered out 1 May 1863. 

. ,;· 

a ;/· _/J,/ ~ ~,;, . "'~ ~"/· /:rc-.. 

Figure 3 
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SALISBURY to LEIPZIG, SAXONY 

by Richard F. Winter 

N
orth Carolina Postal History Society member Tony 
Crumbley has submitted for explanation the cover 
featured in this article. It will illustrate mail sent under the 

United States-Prussia Convention of1852. 
This envelope without its letter contents was posted in 

October 1858 at Salisbury, Rowan County, North Carolina, and 
was addressed to Leipzig, Saxony. The letter was endorsed in the 
lower left corner, "Via N.Y ./by the Prussian/Ciosed Mail," 
instructions for the desired routing of the letter to Germany. The 
letter was prepaid only with a 3¢ dull red 1857 type II adhesive 
canceled with a six-bar circular grid in black ink. This was the 
normal United States inland rate. As we will see, this was not 
sufficient to pay the rate to Germany under the Prussian 
convention. The exact date that the letter was forwarded from 
Salisbury can not be determined because the 32mm black circular 
datestamp of Salisbury was not struck well enough to show the 
date. ' It can be identified as a type 2 marking, however, with the 
year date below the month and day. The year 1858 for this cover 
will be explained later. 

The letter was sent to New York to be prepared for transit 
overseas. At the New York exchange office the letter was 
determined to be insufficiently paid. The United States-Prussia 
Convention of 1852 established a basic rate of 30¢ per Y2 oz. 
Payment of any amount less than the 30¢ rate was not allowed, 
but letters could be sent unpaid. The convention went into effect 

in late October 1852 and lasted until the end of 1867.2 Mail sent 
under this convention was much more expensive than that sent 
under the conventions with Bremen and Hamburg, but it had the 
advantage ofbeing conveyed much faster. Steamships to Bremen 
and Hamburg left New York much less often than those to the 
United Kingdom, any of which could carry the Prussian 
convention mail. The Prussian mail, placed in closed mail bags at 
New York, traveled via the United Kingdom and Belgium to 
Prussia before the mail bags were opened. Since the mail traveled 
closed through the United Kingdom and Belgium it was called 
"closed mail." Because the letters were in closed mail bags they 
received no markings from either the United Kingdom or Belgium, 
only United States and German markings. 

In the case of this cover, the prepayment ofless than that full 
amount was ignored and the letter considered unpaid. A New 
York exchange office clerk struck the 31 mm black circular 
datestamp, 23/(date)/NEW-YORK BR.PKT·, justtothe leftofthe 
adhesive. This marking showed that the United States debited 
Prussia 23¢, that the letter was to be conveyed across the Atlantic 
on a British contract mail steamship, and that the letter would be 
forwarded from New York on 13 October. Under the convention, 
for an unpaid single rate letter the Prussians had to pay the 
United States 5¢ inland postage plus 18¢ transit postage across 
the Atlantic, including British postage. The United States would 
repay the United Kingdom for its transit service and the 

Figure 1. 
October 1858, Salisbury, North Carolina to Leipzig, Saxony, paid with 3¢ dull red 1857 type ll adhesive and 
endorsed for Prussian closed mail. New York ignored prepayment and treated letter as unpaid. Letter carried 
by Cunard Arabia from New York to Liverpool in closed mail bag, which went thru U.K. and Belgium to 
Prussia. At Aachen letter marked in blue ink for 13 silbergroschen (30¢ equivalent) postage due at 
destination. 
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Prussians would pay the Belgian transit. On 13 October 1858, the 
Cunard Line steamship Arabia departed New York and arrived at 
Liverpool on 25 October 1858.3 A check of the sailing dates ofthe 
British mail steamships from New York during the period from 
1857, when the perforated 3¢ adhesives were issued, until the end 
of the Prussian convention shows that a sailing occurred on 13 
October only in the year 1858. So, from the sailing data we can 
determine the year of this cover. 

The closed mail bag containing this letter was sent to 
London and across the Channel to Ostend, then through Belgium 
to Aachen, Prussia. Here, just inside the Prussian border with 
Belgium, the bag was opened and the letter marked on the reverse 
with a receivingdatestamp, AACHEN/27/10. This marking was a 
22mm red orange circular stamp of Aachen dated 27 October. An 
Aachen clerk marked the postage due to be collected at the 
destination of the letter, the large blue ink figures "13" for 13 
silbergroschen. This amount was equivalent to 30¢. From this 
amount the Prussians had to repay the United States 23¢, 
retaining 5¢ for its own postage and paying 2¢ to Belgium. The 
letter arrived at Leipzig, Saxony the next day, 28 October, and 
received on the reverse a 23mm black circular datestamp, 
AUSGABE/X\12/28 X. This datestamp was used to show the day 
and time of distribution of the letter within Leipzig, 28 October 
and 1030 hours. 

As mentioned earlier, the letter within the envelope is 

missing, but the writer penned a few notes inside the flap on the 
reverse. Of interest is a comment that was made regarding the 
underpayment. It reads, '1 will venture this by the mail without 
paying, as you say the letters unprepaid go safest." The payment 
of only 3¢ was intentional and not by accident. Of course, the 
letter writer could have saved the 3¢ payment and sent the letter 
completely unpaid had he understood the Prussian mail 
convention better. It would have been treated exactly the same 
way. Perhaps the Salisbury postmaster convinced him that at 
least the United States internal postage had to be paid. But, this 
begs a lack of understanding of the United States-Prussia postal 
convention also, a convention that allowed mail to be sent unpaid 
as well as prepaid. More likely, the sender placed the 3¢ adhesive 
on the envelope before taking it to the post office, where he 
learned that it was not required. But, alas, the adhesive was 
already on the envelope. 

1 Post Offices and Postmasters of North Carolina, Colonial to 
USPS, 4 vols. {Charlotte, North Carolina: North Carolina Postal 
History Society, 1996), vol. 3, p. 3-171. 
2 U.S. 16 Statutes at Large, pp. 963-67. 
3 Walter Hubbard and Richard F. Winter, North Atlantic Mail 
Sailings 1840-75 (Canton, Ohio: U.S. Philatelic Classics Society, 
Inc., 1988), p. 42. 
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PRE-1800 NORTH CAROLINA POSTMARKS 

by Richard F. Winter 

W
hile assembling postmark information in the North 

Carolina Archives for a postal history 
database, on which I have been working for 

over five years, I became interested in covers before 1800 that 
showed some indication that they went through the mails. This 
has always been a difficult are to find material. The mail system in 
North Carolina from the Colonial Period to 1800 was very 
primitive. Only 83 post offices were in existence before 1800. Of 
that number, just seven existed before1792. I began to separate 
data for the pre-1800 covers that included not only items from 
North Carolina Archives, but from other collections as well. In 
addition to the collections of the North Carolina Archives, I have 
added information from the holdings of the University ofNorth 
Carolina, Duke University, the Vernon Stroupe North Carolina 
records, and have solicited information from some of the major 
collectors ofNorth Carolina material. 

While this is a continuing project, sufficient data has 
been collected to pass preliminary on to our readers. My pre-1800 
data base records 636 covers, each showing postal use in North 
Carolina. Of that number, which may seem large, only 73 covers 
are in private collections. All the rest are in institutional archives. 
This is just over 11 percent, a small number I am sure you will 
agree. 

Of the 83 post offices that opened before 1800, 
postmarks, either manuscript of hand stamped, have been 
recorded from only 32 ofthe offices, or 39 percent. No covers 
have been seen from 51 of the offices or 61 percent. Most of the 
post offices recorded are manuscript markings. Only eleven 
different handstamp markings have been found. Of those, four 
have only one example recorded, leaving their verification to be 
left to future research. These markings are the Washington 

straight-line (type 1 ), the New Bern oval (type 1 ), the Smithfield 
straight-line (type 1 ), and the Wilkesboro straight-line (type 1). 

The earliest letter that I have recorded is 26 July 1755 
from New Bern to Edenton with a manuscript notation of the 
postage paid, but no postmark. The earliest North Carolina 
postmark recorded is a 1769 Wilmington type 1 (see figure 1 ). This 
is on a letter from London dated 8 July 1869 addressed to Edenton 
and carried by British mail packet to Charleston, S.C. From there it 
was sent overland to Wilmington. I don ' t have a date for the 
Wilmington postmark, but it would have been a few months after 
the letter was written in London. 

I have prepared a listing of the pre-1800 North Carolina 
postmarks that I have recorded. The postmarks are listed 
alphabetically by county. After each post office name, in 
parenthesis is the date the post office opened as listed in Post 
Offices and Postmasters ofNorth Carolina. Next, I list each of the 
types of markings which have been recorded. If there is a single 
date, I have recorded only one exam pie. Multiple dates indicate a 
period of use. The inclusive dates show the earliest and latest of 
that type of marking. The periods of use are not continuous. 
Sometimes handstamp and manuscript markings were used in the 
same period, as well as, no post marking at all. 

For their contributions so far, I wish to thank the 
following who have provided me with photocopies of covers 
from their collections for my data base: Bernard Biales, Tony 
Crumbley, Tony Ewell, Robert Outlaw, Ed Siskin, Vernon Stroupe, 
and Rich Weiner. 

Since this is an ongoing effort, I would like to hear from 
any reader who has information to add to the listing. I would 
appreciate photocopies of any covers in your collection which 
show North Carolina postal information before 1800. 

Pre-1800 North Carolina Postmarks 

County Post Office Type of Marking 

Anson Wadesboro (11 Sep 1798) a. manuscript: 7 May 1799 

Beaufort Bath (20 Feb 1774) a. manuscript: 8 Oct 1777 (rate mark only) 

Washington (Jul 1783) a. Type 1 handstamp: 11 Feb 1788 

W ASHlNGTON, FE B Y II 
b. manuscript: Sep 1789 - 13 Apr 1796 

Bertie Windsor (1 Oct 1794) a. manuscript: 2 Oct 1795 

Bladen Elizabethtown (Jul 1796) a. manuscript: 4 Sep 1798 - 4 Jun 1799 
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County Post Office Type of Marking 

Brunswick Brunswick (1769) a. manuscript: 1771 (postmaster free frank only) 

Burke Morganton (22 Aug 1794) a. manuscript: 26 Mar 1797 

Camden Jonesburg (13 Oct 1797) a. manuscript: not seen before 8 Ju11813 

New Lebanon (2 Oct 1797) a. manuscript: not seen 

Carteret Beaufort (2 Oct 1797) a. manuscript: not seen before 11 Mar 1809 

Caswell Caswell C.H. (8 Mar 1797) a. manuscript: not seen before 23 Apr 1812 

Caswell Old C.H. (19 Aug 1794) a. manuscript: not seen 

Chatham Chatham C.H. (Aug 1794) a. manuscript: not seen before 10 June 1801 

Chowan Edenton (1770) a. Type 1 handstamp: 14 Oct 1787- 16 Oct 1793 

EDENTON .SEPT ,.2 9 
b. manuscript: 20 Feb 1793-20 Nov 1793 

Craven New Bern (14 Oct 1755) a. Type 1 handstamp: 1770 

~ RN 
b. manuscript: Jun 1776 - 13 Sep 1783 
c. Type 2 handstamp: 6 Apr 1787 - 6 Apr 1788 

NEWBERN. 
APRIL, 6 

d. manuscript: 18 Jan 1791 - 6 Sep 1799 

Cumberland Averysboro (1 Oct 1794) a. manuscript: not seen before 26 Jul 1800 

Cross Creek(1772) a. manuscript: not seen 

Fayetteville (1783) a. manuscript: 31 Oct 1792 - 13 Nov 1799 

Currituck Indian Town (27 Sep 1793) a. manuscript: not seen before 4 Oct 1802 

Duplin Duplin C.H. (22 Aug 1794) a. manuscript: not seen before 1804 

Edgecombe Tarboro (18 Jun 1792) a. manuscript 5 Jan 1793 -19 Dec 1799 

Franklin Louisburg (15 Aug 1794) a. manuscript: 10 Sep 1795 

Granville Oxford (19 Aug 1794) a manuscript: not seen before 9 May 1820 

Williamsboro (12 Jun 1792) a. manuscript: 9 Feb 1799 - 5 Nov 1799 
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County 
Guilford 

Halifax 

Hertford 

Iredell 

Johnston 

Jones 

Lenoir 

Lincoln 

Martin 

Mecklenburg 

Montgomery 

Moore 

Nash 

NCPHS Postal Historian 

Post Office 
Allemance (31 Jan 1799) 

Guliford C.H . (12 Jun 1792) 

McGahey's (15 Jun 1798) 

Martinsville (I Oct 1794) 

Blountsville ( 4 Mar 1793) 

Halifax (18 Jun 1792) 

Scotland Neck (1 Jul 1797) 

Murfreesboro (14 Oct 1794) 

Winton (1 Oct 1794) 

Iredell C.H . (22 Aug 1794) 

Statesville (1 Jan 1799) 

Smithfield (18 Jun 1792) 

Trenton (IS Dec 1798) 

Kinston (1 Oct 1794) 

Lincolnton (22 Aug 1794) 

Hoggstown (22 Jun 1796) 

Williamston (4 Mar 1793) 

Charlotte (22 Aug 1794) 

Type of Marking 
a. manuscript: not seen before 1845 

a. manuscript: not seen 

a . manuscript: not seen 

a . manuscript: 10 Feb 1799 - 3 Jul 1799 

a. manuscript: not seen 

a manuscript: 19 Dec 1795-9 Dec 1799 

a. manuscript: not seen before 5 Dec 1812 

a. manuscript: not seen before 22 Jan 1806 

a. manuscript: not seen before 18 Jul 1808 

a. manuscript: not seen 

a. manuscript: not seen 

a. Type 1 handstamp: ca1796 - 1799 

SMITHFIELD N.C. 
MAY.24. 

a. manuscript: not seen before 1840 

a. manuscript: not seen before 12 Oct 1801 

a. manuscript: not seen before 13 Apr 1801 

a. manuscript: not seen before 17 Sep 1803 

a. manuscript: 31 Jul 1798 - 11 Jul 1799 

a. manuscript: 14 Aug 1797- 9 Jul 1799 

Montgomery C.H. (22 Aug 1794) a. manuscript: 13 Sep 1796 

Tindallsville (19 Jun 1798) a. manuscript: not seen 

Carthage (Oct 1798) a manuscript: not seen before 28 May 1834 

Nash C.H. (31 Dec 1794) a. manuscript: not seen before 14 Jun 1839 
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Page 10 

County Post Office Type of Marking 
New Hanover South Washington (18 Dec 1794) a. manuscript: not seen 

Wilmington ( 1769) a. Type 1 handstamp: 17 69 - I 772 

--
VVILM rr 
N.CAROLIN 

........ ""-~-~...-... ---
b. manuscript: 3 Jun 1771 
c. Type 2 handstamp: 22 Mar 1784 - 7 Jun 1784 

Wilmington, 
March22. 

d. manuscript: 1785, I Mar 1787 
e. Type 3 handstamp: 8 Jul 1791 - 12 Feb 1793 

WILMINGTON FEB 

f. Type 3a handstamp: 20 Jul 1793 - 27 Aug 1795 

WILMINGTON 

g. Type 4 handstamp: 17 Oct 1799 

Northampton Princeton (14 Oct 1794) a. manuscript: 17 Jan 1795 - 22 May 1795 

Onslow Richland Chapel (28 May 1796) a. manuscript: not seen 

Orange 

Pasquotank 

Perquimans 

Swansboro (2 Oct 1799) 

Chapel Hill (19 Aug 1794) 

Haw River (7 May 1799) 

Hillsboro (12 Jun 1792) 

Oxford (19 Aug 1794) 

Elizabeth City (2 Oct 1797) 

Nixonton (27 Sep 1792) 

Sawyer's Ferry (27 Sep 1792) 

Hertford (27 Sep 1792) 

Spring 2005 

a. manuscript: not seen before 6 Sep 1802 

a. manuscript: 7 Apr 1795 - 4 Nov 1799 

a. manuscript: not seen before 23 May 1819 

a. manuscript: 24 Mar 1795- 5 Aug 1799 

a. rnanuscript: notseen 

a. manuscript: not seen before 9 Aug 1802 

a. manuscript: 26 Feb 1794 - 14 Aug 1799 

a. manuscript: not seen 

a. manuscript: not seen before 28 Feb 
1803 
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County Post Office Type of Marking 

Person Mount Tirzah (1 Jul 1795) a. manuscript: 26 Apr 1796 - 9 Feb 1798 

Roxboro C.H. (19 Aug 1794) a. manuscript: not seen before 1840 

Pitt Greenville (1 Oct 1794) a. manuscript: not seen before 25 Nov 1823 

Randolph Randolph C.H (18 Dec 1794) a. manuscript: not seen before 30 Jun 1801 

Richmond Richmond C.H (27 Aug 1794) a manuscript: not seen before 1821 

Robeson Lumberton (1 Oct 1794) a. manuscript: 22 Aug 1795 - 4 Aug 1797 

Rockingham Lenox Castle (7 May 1799) a manuscript: not seen before 21 Nov 1810 

Rockingham C.H (9 Nov 1794) a. manuscript: not seen before 3 Apr 1809 

Rowan Salisbury (12 Jun 1792) a. manuscript: 6 Mar 1793 - 25 Dec 1799 

Rutherford Rutherfordton (IS Mar 1798) a. manuscript: not seen before 16 Jul 1804 

Sampson Sampson C.H. (18 Dec 1794) a. manuscript: not seen before 11 Apr 
1817 

Stokes Bethania (22 Aug 1794) a. manuscript: not seen 

Germanton (22 Aug 1794) a. manuscript: 6 Jan 1799 

Salem (12 Jun 1792) a. manuscript: not seen before 1 Aug 1809 

Surry Huntsville (22 Aug 1794) a. manuscript: not seen before 4 Oct 1807 
Mount Airy (8 Feb 1798) a. manuscript: not seen before 5 Dec 1805 

Surry (Cont.) Rockford (22 Aug 1 794) a. manuscript: not seen 

Tyrell Plymouth (12 Jun 1792) a. manuscript: I Oct 1794 - 10 Aug 1798 

Wake Raleigh (14 Aug 1794) a. manuscript: 18 Feb 1795- 15 Sep 1799 

Warren Jone's Store (11 Feb 1799) a. manuscript: not seen 
Warrenton (12 Jun 1792) a. manuscript: 17 Dec 1792 - 24 Nov 1799 

Washington Plymouth (1799) a. manuscript: not seen before 6 Aug 1801 

Wayne Waynesboro (ca. Jul1794) a. manuscript: not seen before 30 Apr 1808 

Wilkes Wilkesboro (22 Aug 1794) a. Type 1 handstamp: 179x 

Wilkesboro.N. C. 
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Solution to Scuppernong Mystery 

byRichardF. Winter 

I n Postal Historian Number 89, on p. 15 , a short article was 
published about an 1803 letter that I found in the North 
Carolina Archives with a manuscript postmark of Scupper

nang. When I first saw the letter in the North Carolina Archives 
in February 2002, I did not understand the postmark in 
conjunction with the text of the letter and termed the cover a 
"mystery." Now, having looked a little deeper into this matter, I 
can provide more information that will clear up the mystery. 

The letter, shown again as Figure 1, was written on 14 July 
1803 by James Hoskins and was addressed to John G. Blount in 
Washington, North Carolina. James Hoskins was the sheriff of 
Tyrrell County. The letter was posted on 15 July and received in 
the upper left corner a manuscript postmark of Scuppernong. 
This letter' s purpose was to request the 1802 land tax on 
properties that Mr. Blount owned in Tyrell County and to 
determine how to collect tax on 6,375 acres that Blount had 
conveyed to another party and had not been paid. 

1849-1908. The town of Scuppernong still is in Washington 
County today. I was confused, but am no longer . 

The Post Office Department records located in Washington , 
D.C. showonlyonepostofficein Tyrrell County in 1803 when this 
letter was written . The office was called Scuppernong and was on 
the records from 7 September 1802 until it was discontinued 
sometime in 1819. The first postmaster of Scuppernong was 
recorded as Robert Winn . On 24 November 1802, Robert Winn 
wrote to the Postmaster General. His letter is not in the post office 
records today, but the Postmaster General's reply is. Apparently 
Winn was requesting that his son be given a commission as 
postmaster ofScuppernong. Writing back on 30 December 1802, 
Postmaster General Gideon Granger acknowledged Winn ' s letter, 
but said because the son was a minor he could not issue the 
commission .2 The Postmaster General, however, said that since 
Robert Winn had signed the bond for the office of postmaster 
along with his son and had been sworn his son 's clerk or 

Figure 1. 14 July 1803, Scuppernong, NC (Tyrrell County) to Washington, NC (Beaufort County), unpaid letter 
marked 12~ cents postage due but crossed through because letter sent to postmaster, who was entitled to free 
postage. 

The 1800 census shows that James Hoskins lived in Tyrrell 
County. There are numerous other Tyrrell County records in the 
archives that he signed as county sheriff, so there is no doubt in 
my mind that he wrote this letter there. Oneofhis responsibilities 
as sheriff was to collect taxes. 

My initial confusion about the letter was based on my 
thinking that the letter was written at the county seat, and that 
the county was Washington County not Tyrrell County. 
Washington County had been formed four years earlier in 1799 
from Tyrrell County. 1 An additional part ofTyrrell County in the 
northwest corner was annexed to Washington County in 1801. It 
was not clear to me where Scuppernong was located in 1803. My 
original thought was that Scuppernong might have been the 
county court house ofWashington County, which was listed on 
early maps just as "C.H." Our catalog of North Carolina post 
offices, however, showed Scuppernong in Tyrrell County during 
the period 1803-1819 and in Washington County in the period 

assistant, then either he or his son could open the mail. The 
Postmaster General ' s letter was addressed to "Robert Winn , 
Winnsferry, Scuppernong P.M.," thus locating the Scuppernong 
post office in Tyrrell County at W inn's Ferry. The next postmaster 
ofScuppernong was Peter Wynne, taking over on 1 April 1803. I 
suspect that this is the son, who finally became of age and was 
granted a commission . 

In Tyrrell County, court was held at numerous locations 
during the 1700s, first at individual ' s homes and then later in a 
court house built at Kindrick's Creek in 1751.3 This was when the 
county contained all the land later to become Washington 
County. When Washington County was formed in 1799, this 
court house became the court house for Washington County, and 
was called the court house at Lee' s Mill. According to Corbitt, 
between 1777 and 1800, court in Tyrrell County was held on the 
Scuppernong River. Whether this was the side that contained 
Winn ' s Ferry or across the river on the side that became Elizabeth 
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Town, is not mentioned. I suspect that it was the Elizabeth Town 
side. In 1793, Elizabeth Town was laid at on the east bank of the 
Scuppernong River near where it empties into Bull Bay.4 On 28 
July 1800, the first court was held at Elizabeth Town. The name of 
Elizabeth Town was changed in 1801 to Columbia, which was 
recorded as the county seat in 1802. A post office, however, was 
not opened at Columbia until25 March 1811. 

It is clear to me now that the location of the Scuppernong 
post office of 1803 was across the Scuppernong River from 
Elizabeth Town, at the place called Wino's Ferry. The 
congressional act of 3 May 1802 authorized a post road "from 
Plymouth [Washington County] to Robert Winn ' son Scupper
nang River."5 The 1808 map ofNorth Carolina made by Jonathan 
Price and John Strother shows a place called Wynn Ferry on the 
west side of the Scuppernong River directly across from a place 
they called Elizabeth Court House, which we know as Columbia 
today.6 Figure 2 shows a portion of the 1808 Price-Strother map 
and the locations of the places named. I believe Wynn Ferry on 
the map is the same location authorized by the Congress as a 
terminus for the new post road "Robert Winn ' s." The newly 
authorized post road was intended to connect the Tyrrell County 
court house with the postal system. A key factor of the early 
expansion of the postal system, controlled by Congress, was to 
bring communication access to the different county court 
houses. The start of a post office called Scuppernong and located 
at Wynn's Ferry across the river from Elizabeth Town is 
consistent with the newly authorized post road and connected 

the Tyrrell County court house with the growing United States 
postal system. 

Looking at the second post office named Scuppernong in 
Washington County, this office started as Cool Spring in April 
1826. The name was changed to Scuppernong in December 1849. 
This post office was located 11 miles W.S.W. of the location I 
have identifies as the location ofScuppernong in Tyrrell County. 
Scuppernong in Washington County was never a court house for 
that county, which fact is now much clearer to me than in 2002 
when I first saw the cover. 

Based on this new assessment of the 1803 letter posted at 
Scuppernong, I have changed the database entry of this cover to 
Tyrrell County. This cover is the earliest postmark that I have 
recorded for Scuppernong. 

1 David Leroy Corbitt, The Formation of the North Carolina 
Counties 1663-1943, 2000 reprint (Raleigh: Division of Archives 
and History, North Carolina Department of Cultural resources, 
1950),pp.218-19. 
2 National Archives, Washington, D.C. , Record Group 28, Letters 
Sent by the Postmaster General, 1789-1836, Volume F, p. 515. 
3 Corbitt, op. cit., p. 207 
4 Ibid. 
5 U.S. 2 Statutes at Large, p.190. 
6 W. P. Cumming, North Carolina in Maps (Raleigh: Department 
of Archives and History, 1966), Plate IX. 

Figure 2. Portion ofl808 map ofNorth Carolina made by Jonathan Price and John Strother, 
showing "Elizabeth CH," "Wynn Ferry" across the Scuppernong River above the "Y" of 
"TYRRELL," and "Court H'' on Kindrick ' s Creek just above the "I" in "WASHINGTON." 
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DOANES ON - LINE 

byTonyL. Crumbley 

A ny of you who frequent ebay know one of the most 
active philatelic areas has become the Doane postmarks. 
Our latest published update in the NCPHS Newsletter 

was in 1996. This was followed by an updated and illustrated 
listing in Postmasters and Post Offices of North Carolina, Vol. 
IV, 1999. Much research has occurred since that time. 

Richard Hal bock published the first Doane catalogue in 
1993. This catalogue listed 307 different listings in North Carolina 
and estimated that 1,060 had been issued by the post office. Milt 
Wicker's first recording of these markings in 1986 included 280 
markings. Since these early days, and additional catalogue was 
published in 2002, which more than doubled the known markings. 

Technology has made it possible in the last few years 

1 

with the spread of the internet. Not only can anyone buy over the 
web, one can develop new research tools. Gary Anderson 
developed a website devoted to a census of all known Doane 
cancels. As State Coordinator for North Carolina, I can confirm 
there is aLmost daily activity on changes within the body of 
knowLedge on Doane cancels. Gary's website now lists 806 
different North Carolina postmarks towards the completion of the 
possible 1,060 possible. 

The editors of the Postal Historian will no longer utilize 
this space to publish the updated list, we would, however, direct 
you to Gary's website- w'Yw.doanecancel.com. Ifyou haven ' t 
begun your Doane cancel collection, perhaps now is the time to 
start. 

-t---- t_==== 

TYPe 1 Doane Format 1YPe 2 Doane Format TYPe 3 Doane FOIIIUit 

Doane Type 1 used from Crocker in 1904 
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Doane Type 2 on 1905 cover from Chocowinity 

) ~ ~ , , 

) 
/ 
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Doane Type 1 from Allenton Ferry 
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CAU.JNGAILMEMBERCYBER-PHILES 

THEPOSTALHISTORIANHASCOMPILEDA 
MEMBERSHIPE-MAJLDIRECfORY 

PLEASESENDYOUE-MAILADDRESSTO 

EDfnORVERNONSTROUPE 
at 

vss@charter.net 

NEW MEMBERS 

NCPHS Member Internet Directory 

Dr. John W. Allen 
Mary Ann Brown 
Conrad Bush 

L.T. Cooper 
Tony L. Cmmbley 

Richard Canupp 
F.Da,idDale 
WilliamDiPaolo 

Warren Dixon 
Jim Forte 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Brian &Maria Green 

allenj@athena .neat. edu 
mabrown@nc.rr.com 

bearclan@brandons.net 
"'''Y.bsc.netlbearcla"· 

1_ t_ cooper@yahoo. com 
('York)tcnunble)·@charlottechamber.com 

(home)tcrumbley2@aol.com 
riccan@bellsouth.net 
dalef.@bellsouth.net 

wdipaolotmtriad.rr.com 
BilDiP@aol.com 

Fivehawkspress@aol.com 
jimforte'f?;postalhistozy. com 

http:/ /postalhistory. com 
bmgcivilwar@triad.rr.com 

loucanoe-g;3 rddoor .com 
john_ hardy a ,email.msn.com 

mwk..J.6'0 wl.com 
Tori! SC@aol.com 
llohr@l.unich.edu 

fnelson@beachlink. com 

No New Members are 

Reported this Quarter 

• • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

2001 SUSTAINING MEMBERS 

W. Bryson Bateman 
Maurice Bursey 
Terry Chappel 

Tony L. Crumbley 
Warren Dixon 

J. Ron Edwards 
John T. Hardy, Jr. 

Roger Hinshaw 
W. Clary Holt 

Charles Jackson, DMV 
Michael Kelly 

Bonnie and Jay Smith 
Carolyn Stillwell 

VernonS. Stroupe 
Robert Taylor 
Harvey Teal 

Larry C. Thomas 
Richard Weiner 

RichardF. Winter 
North Carolina Department of Archives 

• LouHannen 
• John T. Hardy. Jr. 

Michael Kelly 
Lydia Lackey 
LawrenceLohr 
Frank Nelson 
Dennis Osbome 
Elizabeth Potts 
Walter Reid 
Tom Richardson 
Jim Scott 
Bonnie Smith 
Jay Smith 
VemonS. Stroupe 
Robert Taylor 
Harvey Tilles 
Wendell Triplett 
Scott Troutman 
Rich Weiner 
Ruth Wetmore 
Clarence J. Winstead 
Kent Wilcox 
Dick Winter 

rock@intrex.net 
eafpotts@carolina .rr. com 

meid@triad.rr.com 
ST AMPS@NorthState. net 

jimscottll @aol. com 
bon@jaysmith. com 
ja~·l(tjaysmith.com 

vss@charter .net 
rtaylor@olh ian c. net 

IITILLES.@TRIAD.RR.COM 
triplettusa@yahoo. com 

smtroutman~atlanticbb.net 

nveiner@duk.e. edu 
ryw@brevard.edu 

clarence"instead@hotmail.corn 
k.>vilcox@mcw.edu 

rfwinter@bellsouth. net 

Bold type indicates a new or changed address 

YOUR CLASSIFIED AD CAN 

BE HERE IN THE NEXT ISSUE Ill 
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